The

Series

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
Grades K–8

Versatile Writing Resources

What is the

Series?

These personal dictionaries help students view spelling as an integral
part of the writing process while strengthening spelling, alphabetizing,
vocabulary, reading, and writing skills. Students develop ownership as they
add words that are personally important and meaningful. Journals can be
used with virtually any curriculum or content-area project.
Each book in the series can be used independently to meet the needs of
individual classes or students. When used together, however, the books
reinforce and complement one another.
These books provide open-ended formats that support differentiated instruction and enable students in the same
classroom to use the same books at different levels.

How does Words I Use fit into my curriculum?
These books can also serve as authentic assessments or portfolios that document students’ learning and progress
over time. They provide you with information about capabilities and needs, as well as insights into individuals’ feelings,
interests, and thought processes.
The personal dictionaries are ideal for a writer’s workshop model and promote independence and ownership. They can
also be used across the content areas. Relevant classroom words can be easily added and books can be individualized
for differentiated instruction.

Features

Benefits

Personal dictionaries provide initial, high-frequency
word lists, plus blank lines for new words chosen
by you or your students.

Facilitates word recognition, spelling, vocabulary
development, and other literacy skills needed to
meet state standards

Journals include areas for illustrations or graphic
organizers, in addition to appropriate writing lines
and spelling references on the inside covers.

Supports the writing process and enables students
to write independently and at an appropriate level

Reading response journals have prompts and
writing lines for pre- and post-reading activities, as
well as for extended responses to text.

Supports student use of comprehension strategies
at all stages of the reading process and promotes
critical responses to text

Phonics and word study journals provide headings
and sample words organized by letter combinations
and other important parts of words, plus blank
lines for additional words chosen by the student or
teacher. Perfect for use with word walls!

Builds phonetic and spelling skills and increases
recognition of patterns in words

Spanish versions of two word books are available
for English Language Learners.

Provides a scaffold for English Language Learners
in the classroom
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My Word Book

Words I Use Series

Grades K–1

This personal word and picture book enables
kindergarten and first grade students to
learn the words for important parts of their
world. Emergent readers and writers develop
a meaningful vocabulary while also learning
alphabetization and other literacy skills.
Additional pages are included in the back
of each book for family words, color words,
shapes, and more.

Mi Libro de Palabras

Students can color
illustrations on the left-hand
page, and then copy the words
and pictures or add new ones
on the right-hand page.

Grades K-1

This Spanish version of My Word Book
reflects the important differences in spelling,
alphabetizing, and capitalization. This book
can support students in bilingual or language
instruction classrooms, and can also serve as
a scaffold for English Language Learners.
For detailed product information, visit epsbooks.com/WordsIUse.
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Words I Use Series
Words I Use When I Write

Grades 1–2

This personal dictionary helps beginning readers and writers learn to spell and
recognize important words while also developing other literacy skills. Building on an
initial high-frequency word list, students add new words that they, or their teacher
suggests. Students use additional pages in the back of each book for color words,
number words, days of the week, months of the year, names of family and friends,
and other sight words.

High-frequency words in handprinted manuscript, with many
blank lines for new words.

Palabras Que Yo Uso Cuando Escribo

Grades 1–2

This Spanish version of Words I Use reflects the important differences in spelling,
alphabetizing, and capitalization. This book can support students in bilingual
or language instruction classrooms, and can also serve as a scaffold for English
Language Learners.
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Words I Use Series
More Words I Use When I Write

Grades 3–4

This personal dictionary helps intermediate students continue improving their
word recognition, spelling, and writing skills. Building on a high-frequency word
list, students add new words that they or their teacher choose. Additional pages are
included in the back of the book for days of the week, months, contractions, state
names, names of family, friends and classmates, and cardinal and ordinal numbers.

Hand-printed words appropriate
for intermediate students, plus
additional lines for new words.

Manuscript and
cursive models at the
top of the page.

Advanced Words I Use When I Write

Grades 5–6

With these personal dictionaries, upper elementary and middle school students further
expand their vocabulary and improve their spelling. Additional pages in the back of
this book list state abbreviations and capitals, and there are also pages to add new
words for specific topics or interests.

Building on a word list that
includes “spelling demons” and
content-area words, students add
new words suggested by their
teachers or themselves.

For detailed product information, visit epsbooks.com/WordsIUse.
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My ______ Journals

Grades 1–3

These flexible journals allow students to select topics
and words for journal writing. They can be used for
special projects, thematic study, or other topics. Each
journal features space for illustrations or graphic
organizers, followed by lined pages for student writing.

Grade 2-3 My _____ Journal

Monthly Journals

Grades 1–2

Monthly Journals have enough pages for daily journal
writing throughout the month. The journal page format
appears on each right-hand page, with a blank page on
the left for pre-writing activities, teacher’s comments,
and more.
Word banks on the inside covers provide
a quick and easy spelling reference.

Seasonal Journals

Grades 2-3

Seasonal Journals have enough pages for daily journal
writing throughout the season. Word banks on the inside
covers provide a quick and easy spelling reference and
include relevant words for that season as well as blank
lines for adding new words.
Space for illustrations or graphic organizers, plus
the appropriate number and spacing of writing
lines, support and stimulate the writing process.

Advanced Journal Writing

Grades 4–8

These journals provide the perfect format to help students compose well-organized paragraphs, while
developing other writing skills. The inside front cover provides lists of frequently misspelled words,
while the inside back cover becomes a personal word bank.
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My Word Works

Grades 1–2

More Word Works

Grades 3–4

These books help students improve their knowledge of phonics, prefixes, suffixes, and spelling by creating personal
word family collections. Headings list key elements within words, followed by sample words and blank lines for new
words that the teacher or student chooses. Great for use with word walls, these books also provide blank headings
for additional phonetic elements needed to match your curriculum or address student needs.

Headings show where
phonetic elements can and
cannot appear within words.

Blank lines allow
students to add their own
words that fit the pattern.

My Word Works

Word Power!

Grades 1–4

This personal thesaurus helps elementary
students develop their vocabulary and
improve their writing. Students create their
own reference book to use while writing, so
they can expand their word choices and make
their writing more interesting and accurate.

13-107-POV

More Word Works

Headings for commonly
used words are followed
by synonyms, plus blank
lines for new synonyms
added by the student.

For detailed product information, visit epsbooks.com/WordsIUse.
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